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RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT
LAND INDEX
DEVELOPMENT LAND PRICES
SLOW AGAIN IN Q3
Average greenfield development land prices across England continued
to slip back in Q3 amid a slightly less active appetite for sites among
developers and increased cost of development. In prime central London,
land price growth eased for the third consecutive quarter, underlining
the market’s return to more normal conditions. Gráinne Gilmore
examines the latest market trends.

Key facts Q3 2015
Greenfield development land prices in
England slipped by 0.2% in Q3, taking
the annual change in prices to -2.8%
Greenfield land prices are down 3%
since the start of the year
Development land prices in prime
central London were unchanged in Q3,
taking the annual rate of growth
to 7.4%

Q4

The slip in land values reflects a wider
slowing in house price growth across
the UK from the peak seen late last year.
However there are also other key factors at
play, not least a more moderate demand
for development sites among larger
housebuilders who have spent several years
replenishing their pipeline supply of land.
As a result, sites which do not ‘tick all the
boxes’ are attracting less attention.
Developers are also facing higher build
costs and a shortage of labour, but there are
signs that the shortage of materials which
has been pushing up prices is easing. The
new RICS construction survey, published
this week, shows a drop in the number
of developers saying that a shortage of
materials was a factor limiting building levels
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(figure 2). The labour shortage is still a key
concern however.
In addition, developers are also having
to factor in reduced revenues from
Registered Providers on the affordable
element of schemes after the Chancellor’s
announcement in the last Budget that social
rents would be cut in the coming years.
On a short-term basis, the fast-paced policy
environment, especially around affordable
housing, is causing a degree of ‘limbo’ in the
market as developers look for more detail
on the Government’s Starter Home initiative.
Although policymakers have pledged to
deliver 200,000 of these homes by 2020,
the detail of how the scheme will work is
still vague.
In the prime central London market, price
growth in land prices continued to ease,
reflecting the slowing growth seen in the
sales market. Average prime property values
in central London are up 1.3% year on year,
compared to 7.4% annual growth in
September last year.
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Average greenfield development land prices
across England dipped by 0.2% between
July and September. This takes the
cumulative price drop since the start of the
year to 3%, enough to reverse the gains
seen in land prices during 2014.
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England and Wales Residential Development Land Index
Date

Res dev
land index

12-month
% change

6-month
% change

3-month
% change

Sep-12

100.11

0.1%

-0.1%

0.3%

Dec-12

99.87

-0.3%

0.0%

-0.2%

Mar-13

100.42
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Prime Central London Residential Development Land Index
Date

Res dev
land index
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% change
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% change

3-month
% change
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PRIME CENTRAL
LONDON SALES INDEX

UK RESIDENTIAL
MARKET UPDATE
UK deflation returned in September and wage growth eased, leading
some to speculate that the first rise in the base rate in more than six
years may not happen before the summer of next year. Meanwhile
price growth eased across the board as the rate of policy change
in the housebuilding sector speeded up.

Key facts
October 2015
Average UK house prices rose by
0.5% in September, taking annual
growth to 3.8%
Prime central London values fell by
0.1% in September. Annual growth is
at 1.3%

Housing market and economic
overview
UK quarterly house price growth
Quarter-on-quarter change
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4.0%
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-2.0%

Prime Country house prices rose
by 0.7% in Q3, and are up 2.7% on
the year

Although the expectation is that interest
rates will rise before June next year, the Bank
of England was thrown a curveball this week
as the country dipped back into deflation.
The negative inflation reading means that
the cost of goods and services is falling year
on year, and leaves the Bank further from
its sole target – hitting 2% inflation in the
medium term. Despite strong employment
figures, wage growth also eased, meaning
that the Bank of England may hold off for
longer on raising rates, good news for
homeowners with variable rate mortgages.
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Annual price declines were in excess
of -3% in some markets in the west
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New prospective buyers declined
-34% but viewings only fell by -4%

Rising transaction costs appear to have
sparked a flight to quality
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Falling mortgage rates
Average mortgage rates for 2-year fixed-rate deals

September marked the start of the autumn
selling season in prime central London, a time
of year when transactions traditionally rise.

is demonstrated by the fact that viewings have
only declined -4% compared to September
2014.

Activity has certainly increased following a
subdued summer period as buyers came
to terms with an increase in stamp duty
and a July Budget that curbed exemptions
surrounding resident non-doms.

This heightened price sensitivity among buyers
has resulted in a flight to quality, meaning
demand is particularly strong for properties in
the best condition and on a prime floor, street
or square.

Furthermore, some high-quality stock has
come onto the market, which has driven
demand. The volume of sales in September
has risen since August and was on track to
match September 2014.

So, while the anticipated gear change
materialised as summer moved into autumn,
there was no sense the market is entering
full-blown recovery mode after what has been
a subdued 2015.

However, rising supply is not uniform across
prime central London and there is not yet clear
evidence that new demand will keep pace with
any supply increase. New applicant levels are
down -34% compared to September 2014,
though this decrease is partly explained by a
growing trend among buyers to find the right
property on the internet before registering.
Underlying demand remains strong but buyers
have become more circumspect and stringent
in their requirements due to the stamp duty
increase. The strength of underlying demand
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The pace of average price growth across the
UK is easing on an annual and a quarterly
basis. However, market dynamics differ
across the country. Even on a regional basis,
price change in the 12 months to the end of
September ranges from 10.6% in London to
-1.3% in Scotland.

The autumn selling season has begun but early indications suggest the
subdued mood of 2015 persists as higher stamp duty means buyers have
become more circumspect, says Tom Bill

September 2015
Annual price growth declined to 1.3%,
the lowest rate since October 2009

Sales volumes in September rose
from August and were on track to match
September 2014

-8.0%

Average values for prime Scottish
homes fell by 0.7% in Q3, taking
annual growth to 0.6%
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BUYER CAUTION SPARKS FLIGHT
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LONDON

RATE RISE ON ICE?
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“On a regional bases the
annual average change in
house prices ranges from
10.6% in London to -1.3%
in Scotland.”
Follow Gráinne at @ggilmorekf
For the latest news, views and analysis
on the world of prime property, visit
Global Briefing or @kfglobalbrief
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The undersupply of housing is also a key
factor in the current market. It is estimated
that around 200,000 to 250,000 homes a
year need to be built in the UK. As shown in
the chart above, total delivery is some way
below these targets.
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Ultra-low mortgage rates for those who have
access to equity or a sizeable deposit, and
who can navigate the tougher application
criteria under the new mortgage rules, are
helping underpin the market.

In order to try and address the shortfall, the
Government this week unveiled its Housing
Bill, designed to try and boost the supply
of housing. Key among the changes is the
introduction of “Starter Homes” – homes
will be sold at 80% of market value (and will
remain priced at this level for five years) and
will be available to first-time buyers aged
under 40. The Prime Minister has pledged
450,000
that 200,000
such homes will be built by
2020,400,000
an ambitious target. Details of how this
350,000
type of
housing will dovetail with the current

Price growth in prime central London
declines since 2014
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“Heightened sensitivity to price
among buyers has resulted in a
flight to quality”
Follow Tom at @TomBill_KF
For the latest news, views and analysis
on the world of prime property, visit
Global Briefing or @kfglobalbrief

An east/west divide around Hyde Park has
emerged more clearly, as the map on page
2 shows. Prices have declined by more than
3% in some markets to the west, possibly
due to the greater concentration of high-value
properties subject to higher rates of stamp
duty.

Annual change in new prospective buyers and
viewings, September 2015
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Knight Frank’s survey
of more than 45
key operators in the
development finance
market* found:
Balance sheet allocations for residential
development will rise in the 12 months
There will be more lending in regional
markets over the next two years
The cost of funding will remain broadly
unchanged in the coming months
More than three-quarters of
respondents are planning to increase
lending to SMEs
*conducted in Q3 2015

Overview
The more widespread growth in house
prices since mid-2013 has prompted
a further step up in interest in funding
residential development schemes among
lenders. There are now many types of
funding on offer, with those offering
senior debt now competing against those
offering mezzanine finance and equity
finance. The increased competition in the
market goes some way to explaining how,
after several years of rising, the cost of
finance is now expected to level off in
the short-term, as shown by Knight
Frank’s annual survey of lenders.
Against a global backdrop of low yields,
residential development can offer
attractive returns for lenders, which now
range from banks to private equity and
investment houses. The large-scale and
long-term undersupply of new housing in

DEVELOPMENT
FINANCE SURVEY
RESULTS

areas where it is most needed across the
UK means that funders are planning to
pick up their activity levels in the next 1224 months, expanding their geographical
reach as well as looking at a wider range
of development opportunities.

GAINING GROUND
HOUSEBUILDING REPORT 2015

To investigate the lending trends in more
detail, we have surveyed more than 45
major operators in the development
finance market. The key findings highlight
how the market is set to evolve over 2016
and 2017.

Expanding reach
As can be seen in figure 1, which shows
the regions where development finance is
currently deployed, the focus is still largely
on London. However, as shown in figure
2, our survey indicates that this picture
is set to change over the coming years,
with more than nine in ten respondents

FIGURE 1

FIGURE 2

In which locations have you
arranged development finance in
the last 12 months…?

…And in which locations will
you consider over the next
12-24 months?

% of respondents

% of respondents

FIGURE 2

Buyers are fewer and more selective

September 2014
September 2015
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Prices fell -0.1% in September and annual
growth declined to 1.3%, which was the
lowest since October 2009 following the
collapse of Lehman Brothers a year earlier.
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“Funders are planning
to pick up their activity
levels in the next 12-24
months, expanding their
geographical reach as
well as looking at a wider
range of development
opportunities.”
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